Many other factors could be mentioned to indicate his scientific and innovative approach to language study: he defines the forces of suffixes in the formation of nouns and adjectives, he correctly analyses Welsh compound terms, he notes the future meaning of the forms that were and are known as the present tense and describes how to overcome this by using the verb 'to be' and others as auxiliaries and explores their differing meanings and force. One could continue to try to draw further specific parallels with the work of Tolomei, perhaps as regards treatment of diphthongs or open and close vowels, but they would be artificial. Quite simply, it is the detailed nature of both authors' explorations and their modern scientific approach that provides the most convincing comparison.

Unfortunately, within the confines of an article, there is little space to explore how Robert's work differs from the mainstream of other Welsh works of the period in Welsh or in Latin. Suffice it to say that there is little space. Their concerns are the same: a desire to see a reversal in the decline of the Welsh language, to be accomplished by safeguarding the achievements of the past and opening the way for expansion and development in the future. However, Robert's work is imbued with an optimism that is lacking in later grammars. It is the earliest grammar, written perhaps before the decline in the fortune of the language had taken hold and certainly written in exile by one who did not perhaps, in any case, realize what the actual situation was. It also possessed a different vision, a vision that was based on the cultural and literary activity to which Robert was witness in the courts of Italy. Subsequent Welsh works were to confine themselves to language, antiquity, and religion, and although all three elements are present in Robert's Grammar, there is also a wider vision of more general cultural development. It reflects the youthful optimism and vitality to be found on the Continent. It is significant that Robert alone of Welsh writers appealed for the adoption of new metres in Welsh poetry — an appeal that went unheeded.

If the work is clearly influenced in general terms by contemporary Italian works on language, I have tried to illustrate that the influence of Tolomei in particular runs deep. Echoes may be found not only in various phrases, which in themselves are strikingly numerous, but also in content and format and, above all, in outlook, the outlook that causes the work of Tolomei — in most ways a typical example of the Renaissance tradition of prose writing on matters of language — to stand slightly apart from that of his contemporaries. The subject-matter may conform to theirs, but the more scientific approach puts Tolomei ahead of his time, and since Robert was so obviously influenced by him in other ways, it is reasonable to suppose that his modern outlook may also, in great part, be attributable to the influence of Tolomei. That other individual Italian writers and their works and general interest in language matters at that period also influenced Robert's work is beyond dispute, but the evidence suggests that Robert and, through him, Welsh language studies owe Claudio Tolomei a particular debt of gratitude.

University of Sheffield
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---

1 Jorge Luis Borges, Obras completas (Buenos Aires, 1974), p. 834. Except where otherwise noted, all parenthetical references to Borges in the text are to this edition (hereafter OC).
4 Stevenson, i, 114.
the story of Vandelcule's scar, but it is the ultimate proof of his violent and adventurous past, and serves to caution both characters and readers to be suspicious of the former dictator. It is not surprising that Borges, blind reader and rereader of a world of literature that lived in his memory, should have had a special place for Vandelcule in his gallery of scoundrels.

Vandelcule's scar is both repulsive and fascinating, as scars often are in literature and the visual arts (and, for that matter, in real life). As a visual image, his aquiline face, marked by a long lateral sabre cut, is striking; as the initial image of a character in a story, the description is notable for its economy, since the scar acts for the reader as sign of past and future violence. The scar is also, at least initially, an ambiguous sign: it suggests violence but does not clarify whether Vandelcule acquired it when acting in a heroic or in a treacherous manner: whether, in a word, it needs to be read as a sign of fame or infamy. Indeed, since Stevenson never tells its story, it can be considered a sort of floating signifier throughout the novella.

Vandelcule's scar, then, is a sign of unpredictable violence which constantly threatens to erupt again, to envelop the whole of the story. The scar-sign derives further power in the story from its alliance with a linguistic sign which — for Stevenson's original readers as for us — cannot but signify violent conflict: Paraguay. The former dictator, the missing link in a history which runs from Gaspar Rodriguez de Francia to Alfredo Stroessner, though once the authoritative user of a language of power, is now consigned by the instability of that power to the oblivion of history. His scar is a sign of his passage through history, indeed the only sign of that passage. Instead of putting his mark on the history of Paraguay, he has been marked by it. The permanence and emblematic character of that mark, though, do not serve to clarify the meaning of Vandelcule's past: the scar's unspecified origin suggests the ambiguous and unstable nature of his participation in a more public story.

Scars have a rich and far-reaching iconographic history, from ancient times through Dante and Hawthorne to Stevenson, Borges, and beyond. Even though a complete catalogue of scars in literature is impossible, it is important to note that facial scars (significant because they have) are variable as signs with various meanings. In addition to the physical scar indicative of past heroism or villainy, scars have also been imposed by divine mandate, as in the mark of Cain, which protects him from the violence of others at the same time as it serves to remind them of his crime, or, symbolically, in the seven Ps on Dante's brow in the Purgatorio, signifying the seven deadly sins. Societies have marked or mutilated transgressors as a punishment and as a means to assure their identity. Cervantes refers to this practice of branding the faces of slaves in one of his exemplary novels.5 Scars (especially those on the body, usually hidden from view) are important in literary devices in dramatic texts as guarantors of identity, particularly in cases where a character comes back after a long time, transformed in other external respects, such as the case of Galipus discussed by Aristotle in the Poetics. But scars may have a further virtue in narrative fiction: they evoke an enigma in the character's past which can be resolved only by the telling of a story, usually a violent one, in which the scar constitutes the inscription of that story on the character's body and on the body of the text.

A key to Borges's use of the scar as literary image is found in one of his essays on description in narrative. In this essay he ridicules those writers who catalogue the assorted parts of a body and articles of clothing and expect their readers to be able to construct a unified whole from these diverse parts. He says that the patching of lips of a particular kind to cheeks and nose is an impossible operation for the mind to perform.6 It is better, he suggests, to introduce only such elements as are necessary for the reader to visualize the character in action, or details which by their anomalous nature force the reader to invent circumstances to justify their presence.

Borges's ideas on narrative description are closely related to Stevenson's theory of narrative.7 In an early essay on verisimilitude, "La postulación de la realidad" (1929), Borges gives interesting examples of what he calls 'circumstantial details', termed 'circumstantial' because they evoke images not only of themselves but of contexts extraneous to the images themselves. He gives several examples of such details which suggest stories not told in the text. For instance, in an Argentine historical novel, Enrique Larreta's La gloria de don Ramiro, Borges points to an image of covers for soup pots secures with locks (OC, p. 220). The locks that protect the soup from the hungry servants not only serve to describe the pots but also tell us a great deal about wealth and poverty in the society.

Borges labels the 'circumstantial details' as 'de larga proyección' (OC, p. 221), an idea derived from Stevenson's essay 'A Gossip on Romance', his most important discussion of the theory of narrative. Stevenson uses as an example a sea story in which the discovery of some coins comes to him as reader 'like a surprise I had expected; whole vistas of secondary stories, besides the one in hand, radiated forth from that discovery, as they radiate from a striking particular in life'.8 These secondary stories are, of course, imagined by the reader, being only subtly implied in the text, but the invention of them is part of an open, playful reading, one which fixes especially on the stories not told in the one that is. For Stevenson, then, the coins in the sea story were 'of long projection', as they sent his imagination travelling off the implied stories, just as the 'circumstantial details' of the soup pots for Borges suggested stories of hunger and need.

4 Sahar la descripción literaria, Sar. 37 (1942), 100-02 (p. 311).
6 Stevenson, vi, 128. For a further discussion, see Balderston, pp. 32-33.
7 An example of the use of a scar as a circumstantial detail occurs in the opening description of Billy Bones in Stevenson's Treasure Island, one of Borges's favourite books: "the brown old seaman, with the scar, a tall, strong, heavy, nut-brown man; his tarred pigtails falling over the shoulder of his sabre blue coat; his hands raggled and scared, with black broken nails, and the scar cut across one cheek, a dart, livid white" (iii, 1). The power of this description derives not only from its vividness, but also from its ability to spur our imagination to invent a world of violence and adventure in which it is inserted. From the domain of squire and doctor, which is the entire subject of The Old Man and the Sea, to its more circumspect "backdrop" of the seamen's story, this idea is significant because it allows the reader to infer a great deal about the past history and novel object of the man. As with Vandelcule's scar in The Rajah's Diamond, the story of Billy Bones's scar is never told. Stevenson feels that some "circumstantial details" are more powerful if left unexplained.
8 For a further discussion, see Balderston, pp. 32-33.
The first of Borges's stories to hinge on a scar is 'El incivil Maestro de Ceremonias Kotsuké no Suké', in Historia universal de la infancia, a series of biographies of scoundrels retold from various sources, published in book form in 1935. The story of Kotsuké no Suké and the forty-seven Ronins is retold from A. B. F. Mitford's Tales of Old Japan. In Mitford's version Kotsuké no Suké insulted his visitor, Takumi no Kami, who became so enraged that he drew his short sword and 'aimed a blow at his head; but [since] Kotsuké no Suké [was] protected by the Court cap which he wore, the wound was but a scratch, so he ran away'. For this breach of courtly rules Takumi no Kami is arrested and obliged to commit hara-kiri. Years later, his forty-seven retainers discover Kotsuké no Suké in the palace and pursue him until they find him cowering in a closet: 'Oishoi Kuranosuké, bringing a lantern, scanned the old man's features, and it was indeed Kotsuké no Suké; and if further proof were wanting, he still bore a scar on his forehead where their master, Asano Takumi no Kami, had wounded him during the affair in the castle' (Mitford, p. 16). When their prisoner refuses to commit hara-kiri they kill him, then kill themselves for having committed murder.

Borges's version subtly stresses the scar, making the story hinge on this mark of Kotsuké no Suké's cowardice and treachery. Takumi no Kami, the Lord of the Tower of Ako, wounds Kotsuké no Suké on the forehead: 'El otro huyó, apenas rubricada la frente por un hilo tenue de sangre' (OC, p. 321). The word rubricado — signed or initialed with someone's rubric or signature — is highly charged here as elsewhere in Borges's work, since it serves to link the realms of arms and letters, making clear the relation Borges perceived between the knife and the pen. In the recognition scene, separately entitled 'La cicatriz', Kotsuké no Suké is found hiding not in a closet but behind a bronze mirror: 'Una espada temblorosa estaba en su diestra. Cuando bajaron, el hombre se entregó sin pelear. Le rayaba la frente una cicatriz: viejo dibujo del acero de Takumi no Kami' (OC, p. 322).

In the conclusion of the story Borges projects the meaning of the scar onto future generations and onto his readers. Mitford's tale ends with a bloody sequel: in 1688 an indigent warrior committed hara-kiri on the grave of the forty-seven Ronins, 'at about two hundred yards from my house, and when I saw the spot an hour or two later, the ground was all bespattered with blood, and disturbed by the death-struggles of the man' (p. 24). Borges ends the story with the idea that the sequel is the retelling of the story itself: 'Esté es el final de la historia de los cuarenta y siete hombres leales — salvo que no tiene final, porque los otros hombres, que no somos leales tal vez, pero que nunca perderemos de la esperanza de serlo, seguiremos honrándolos con palabras' (OC, p. 323). Borges's open-ended conclusion, which consists of the telling and retelling of a story of infamy, derives its power in large measure from our recognition that we share in the events told: that we too are marked by the story much as Kotsuké no Suké was.

In a story central to the present argument, 'La forma de la espada' (1942), the scar provides the title, the first sentence, the leitmotiv, and the enigma of the story, and is essential for the final recognition and reversal. In this story, the so-called 'Inglés de La Colorada', whom the narrator (named Borges in the story) visits at his ranch in Uruguay, has a grisly scar reaching from his temple to his mouth in a half-moon shape, as we are informed in the first sentence: 'Le cruzaba la cara una cicatriz recorrida: un arco ceniciero y casi perfecto que de un lado acababa en la sien y del otro el pómulo' (OC, p. 491). The story the scarred man tells of his youth in Ireland revolves around a traitor to the Irish cause, John Vincent Moon, and the events in a house full of scimitars shaped like half-moons. The so-called Englishman's story ends as he takes one of the scimitars and wounds the traitor on the cheek (with Borges again employing the verb rubricar): 'Con esa media luna de acero le rubrique la cara, para siempre, una media luna de sangre' (pp. 493–4). A moment later he reveals what we had already suspected: that he is himself the traitor, John Vincent Moon, as shown by the 'cicatriz que me alrea' (p. 494), a neat play on words which refers both to the locus of the scar, the 'frente' or forehead, and to the scar as sign of his infamy. The story ends with Moon's words: '¿No ve que llevo escrita en la cara la marca de mi infamia? Le he narrado la historia de este modo para que usted la oyera hasta el fin. Yo le denuncié al hombre que me amparó: yo soy Vincent Moon. Ahora despéreciame' (p. 495).

Mary Louise Pratt has studied this story as an example of a narrative that violates one of the basic conventions of discourse: that narrators are truthful about their identities. She states that the Irishman, in order to tell his story, feels he must place it in jeopardy by misleading the listener. ... Both the violation and the floating [of the convention that the narrator does not lie] are perceptible only because we have the contextual information that the Irishman has a scar, and we get this information only because we get the story secondhand. On its own, the Irishman's story is a perfectly felicitous narrative of personal experience and bears no sign of the lie. The story of the scar is told as a story of heroism and treachery by one who assumes the position of the hero, but is set within a story, narrated by Borges as narrator, in which the treachery changes sign, and in which the scar, the 'mark of my infamy', serves not only to prove Moon's identity but also to reverse the identity he assumed when telling his story. The scar is overdetermined in the whole of the story: it is the shape of a half-moon, which is also the shape of the sword that carved it in the face of a character who is named Moon. Even so, it remains ambiguous. The most we can say as we read is that the scar is a sign of past violence, but the specifics of that act of violence become clear only as the story comes to its close.

Moon says at the end that he had to tell the story from the hero's point of view for it to be heard. The story is audible or legible only when told by one who can be assumed to tell the truth, which a traitor cannot be. Yet the reader may not be persuaded of the complete reversal, since there is a greater ambiguity than is immediately apparent. Such an ambiguity is found in the Borges story 'Tema del traidor y del héroe', in which Kilpatrick, to purge his treachery and serve the Irish cause, is condemned to die a hero's death. Paradoxically, he is both hero and traitor. Similarly, the end of another story, 'Los teológos', reveals that 'para la insobornable divinidad, [Aureliano] y Juan de Pamonia (el ortodoxo y el hereje, el
mark of great importance. In his appropriation of the Irish story, Borges endows it with a more specific and historically-grounded reading of Moon’s scar.

In *Facundo*, the 1845 work which analyses Argentine society through the character of the gauchito, Domingo Faustino Sarmiento notes that when a knife challenger makes a knife-fight, he seeks not to kill but mark his opponent:

El gaucho, a la par de jinetes, hace alarde de valiente, y el cuchillo brilla a cada momento, describiendo círculos en el aire, a la menor provocación, sin provocación alguna, sin otro interés que medirse con un desconocido, juega a las punaldas como jugaría a los dados ....... El hombre de la plebe de los demás países toma el cuchillo para matar, y mata; el gauchito argentino lo desenvaina para pelear, y hiere solemnemente. Es preciso que esté muy borracho, es preciso que tenga instintos verdaderamente malos o tiende a hacerse profundos, para que atente contra la vida de su adversario. Su objeto es sólo maratón, dañar una persona en la cara, dejar una lesión indeleble. Así se ve a estos gaucho llenos de cicatrices, que rara vez son profundas.

To kill is a misfortune (‘desgracia’), to mark is a triumph. Sarmiento also declares: ‘Si sucede alguna desgracia, las simpatías están por el que se desgració’ (p. 69). The killer suffers the misfortune and is the tragic hero.

Thirteen years later, in José Hernández’s *Martin Fierro* (1872), the hero kills a black man early in the poem. Because of the fame of this incident, he becomes known as a knife fighter. In the poem’s second part (1879), only with some difficulty does he avoid fighting the man’s younger brother, who challenges him to a song contest and, implicitly, to a fight. Although he has never been wounded in a fight, Fierro (whose very name refers to the iron of the knife) is very much a marked man, marked, in effect, by the success of the poem itself.

Evaristo Carriego, a poet of the then modest Buenos Aires neighbourhood of Palermo in the early years of this century (who later became the subject of a lengthy essay by Borges, published in 1930), has a poem about the figure of the neighbourhood thug, ‘El guapo’. Carriego writes:

Le cruzan el rostro, de estigmas violentos,
heridas cicatrices, y quiza le habla
llevar inmorables adornos sangrientos:
caprichos de hembra que tuvo la daga.

La esquina o el patio, de alegres reuniones,
le eje contar hechos que nadie le ignora:¡
con una guitarra de altas canciones
es Juan Moreira, y él es Santos Vega.

The scars are again a sign that the thug or compradito has lived the violent life he tells of, but Carriego ironically keeps silent about whether the thug actually committed the deeds he relates. No one denies his stories to his face: to do so would be to provoke him to a fight, and perhaps be marked in turn.

---

14 Similarly, in ‘Abencíjcan el Bojari’, Zaid buys Rector Albay’s silence by telling him his story (OC, p. 311).

15 John Sturrock, in *Paper Tigers: The Ideal Fiction of Jorge Luis Borges* (Oxford, 1977), reads the story more as one of a disjunction between heroism and treachery. He writes: ‘Moon, the provisional source of fight, is ultimately exposed as a sham. He is also a man in a state of civil war, a man divided. He is both agent and patient. As agent he inflicts on his patient half the mark — a half-moon — which symbolizes his necessary disjunction of narrative itself. Once the “solitary game” is over, Moon can revert to being a full man again, instead of two warring halves’ (p. 129). I think that the disjunction is nowhere near as absolute as Sturrock asserts. Moon’s is perhaps a reflected glory, but we need not deny him his share of it.


19 Le compradito’s heroes are derived from an already literary past: Juan Moreira was the subject of a popular novel by Eduardo Gutiérrez (later adapted for the stage), and Santos Vega, an Argentine Faust-like figure, was the subject of several gauchoque poems and of numerous ballads.
Borges has written numerous poems about knife fights, poems which seem to summon up the violence of the vanished compadres and cuchilleros who inhabited the Buenos Aires of his boyhood. In one poem about Juan Muraña, another well-known knife fighter from turn-of-the-century Palermo, Borges reduces the identity and memory of Muraña to that of his knife:

El cuchillo. La cara se ha borrado.
Y de aquel mercenario cuyo austerio
Oficio era el coraje, no ha quedado
Más que una sombra y un fulgor de acero.
Que el tiempo, que los mármoles empañá,
Salve este fríme nombre, Juan Muraña.

(OC, p. 827)

And the poem ‘El tango’ (1958), an evocation of the rough Buenos Aires underworld from which the dance emerged, ends:

... El tango crea un turbio
Pasado irreal que de algún modo es cierto,
El recuerdo imposible de haber muerto
Peleando, en una esquina de suburbio.

(OC, p. 889)

The ending of this poem recalls that of the story ‘El Sur’ (1953), in which the character Dahlmann dies in a knife fight or dreams on the operating table that he is dying in a knife fight, the death he in any case would have chosen:

Sintió, al atravesar el umbral, que morir en una pelea a cuchillo, a ciego abierto y acometiendo, hubiera sido una liberación para él, una felicidad y una fiesta, en la primera noche del sanatorio, cuando le clavaron la aguja. Sintió que si él, entonces, hubiera podido elegir o soñar su muerte, ésta es la muerte que hubiera elegido o soñado. (OC, p. 539)

In ‘El Sur’ the character prefers to die in a knife fight, and would even have the mark on his forehead (actually the mark of life in a modern city, since he wounded himself climbing a staircase) be remembered as the mark of the wad of paper thrown at him by the gaucho who provoked him to fight. Similarly, in ‘El tango’ Borges states that the music and violent lyrics of the tango create an imaginary past in which he, sedentary writer turned man of action, died as knife fighter. The violence of the Argentine past leaves its mark on his imagination and on his text. Writing himself and his readers into the place of the victim, he reverses the topos inherited from Sarmiento, for whom the killer is the tragic hero, assured of sympathy in his misfortune, a view also expressed in Martín Fierro. For Borges, on the other hand, to tell — or to hear — one of these violent tales is to be marked by it.

The scar on Moon's face demands to be explained, but those who succumb to impertinent curiosity are duly rewarded, as they too find themselves marked by his inflamy. The previous owner of the ranch, ‘La Colorada’, sold it and fled the scene after hearing Moon's story.23 Borges cast himself as a character in his narrative to suggest that each retelling will produce another fearful recognition. In their powerful brevity Borges's stories embody the paralyzing violence which is so often their subject. Borges suggests in his essay ‘Magías parciales del Quijote’ that the technique of fictions within fictions, like the play within the play in Hamlet, owes its efficacy to the fact that we, too, as readers or spectators, are ensnared in the conflicts we intend to observe at a distance (OC, p. 669). In ‘La forma de la espada’ the fiction within the fiction is the thing that catches at our conscience, that makes us aware of our complicity.

Far from being an empty or conventional literary sign, facial scars in Borges (as well as in his admired Stevenson) take on an added meaning of treachery and intrigue. Starting from broad principles of the literary function of details, Borges comes to develop the meaning of the sign of the facial scar within the specific context of an Argentine literary tradition, in which being marked signifies loss or defeat. The scar, representing a fundamental ambiguity in fiction, becomes in Borges a mark on writer and reader of fantasized violence. Scars, the marks left by the past, are signs that constitute a coded language that evokes untold stories of violence and betrayal, and at the same time inscribes those stories within the ethos of the Argentine knife fighter.

20 Another poem about Juan Muraña is the ‘Milonga de Juan Muraña’ in La Cifra (Buenos Aires, 1974), pp. 35-39. Muraña is also the subject of a story in El informe de Hodir (OC, pp. 1044-47). I have discussed Muraña in ‘Evocation and Provocation in the Poetry of Borges: The Figure of Juan Muraña’, in Borges de Post, edited by Carlos Gutiérrez (Fayetteville, Arkansas, 1986), pp. 345-42.

21 The name of the ranch, ‘La Colorada’, suggests the colour of blood; more specifically, since it is located in Uruguay, it evokes the long civil conflict between the two main parties in that country, the Blancos and the Colorados.